
Cooking Fever

**About Cooking Fever**

In Cooking Fever, players must run their own restaurant. In order that all customers are satisfied

and the restaurant can be expanded, the player must prepare the ordered dishes quickly and

respond to the individual wishes of the customers.

In Cooking Fever, you have to work fast and accurately. You run a restaurant and of course you try

to satisfy as many customers as possible. To make your customers happy and make them visit

your restaurant again, you must prepare your order quickly. Of course, mistakes must be avoided.

A total of over 100 ingredients and many different kitchen appliances are available for the

preparation of the dishes. With the money you earn, you can expand your restaurant and, for

example, improve your kitchen. Prepare all dishes to the complete satisfaction of the customers,

work your way up and open other great restaurants soon.

**Cooking Fever - Features:** 

- Prepare dishes: In Cooking Fever you have to prepare numerous culinary delights. You start your

cooking career in a burger shop. If you satisfy a lot of customers and work your way up, other

types of restaurants, such as pizzerias, bakeries, or China restaurants will soon be unlocked. There

are over 100 ingredients and numerous kitchen appliances such as coffee machines, rice cookers

or pizza ovens available for the preparation of various dishes. Prepare customers 'orders quickly,

cater for all your guests' needs, and create delicious dishes in order to earn money with which you

can expand your restaurant.

- Attract guests: For a restaurant, it is of course of utmost importance that many guests visit the

store. For even more guests to find their way into your shop, you can decorate your restaurant, for

example, attractively. In addition, many works can be done, which beautify and improve both your

restaurant and the kitchen.

- Be quick: Cooking Fever is all about speed. Of course, when your guests place an order, they

expect it to be on their table within a few minutes. Be fast, work precisely and satisfy your

customers. That's the only way to make sure your guests come back and you get cash.

Conclusion: Cooking Fever definitely requires good time management and concentration. In order

that your customers are happy with your food and to advance your culinary career, you must

quickly prepare your guests' orders and respond to customer's individual needs.


